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The month of March brings to an end of the financial year 2017. It
packs both prospects and hurdles for the new financial year ahead,
keeping in tow the fiscal policies. With the recently announced
Union Budget for FY2018-19 in support of ‘Make In India’, further
accelerates industrial development and expansion in Tier II, III
and beyond. The idea is to shift the focus from the metro cities.
Grappling with the aftermath of two whirlwinds - demonitisation in
2016 and GST in 2017, the recent budget is supposed to bring a
positive momentum. While stakeholders all over India have started
to plan and prepare for the year ahead, the beauty and wellness
industry is no exception. We speak to a few stakeholders to know
which way the industry is going - is it still bullish or has it slowed
down considerably?
In the Hair section, we meet Andrew Tetley who juggles multiple
hats at KEVIN.MURPHY Singapore. He leads education, marketing,
sales and training, and was on a recent visit to Delhi. We present a
photo essay of Resurrection Collection by Mary Alamine, Creative
Director and owner of internationally acclaimed Royals Hair in
Sydney, Australia. In the homefront, we have Amelia Daswani,
Founder of London Blow Dry Bar in Mumbai, who was inspired
by her career stint at a top blow dry bar in London and has gone
ahead to remodel the age old salon concept in India. Daswani
further aims at expanding her brand reach by introducing franchise
business models across India. Vikram Bhatt, Director, Enrich Salons
& Academy, shares his perspective on the new mirror-less salon
in Ghatkopar, Mumbai. We showcase The Lakmé Salon Free Hair
Color Collection launched at LFW. The mesmerising collection is
inspired from both global trends and popular cocktails.
In Beauty, we have Mainak Das, the Kolkata-based celebrity makeup artist who believes in implementing new trends and techniques
to make a mark of his own. With years of expertise, he has worked
hard to build an esteemed clientele that includes, celebrities,
models, reputed brands, and more. Dr Rajib Roy, Consultant
Dermatologist & Laser Surgeon, Gracia Cutis: Skin, Aesthetic &
Laser Clinic, Kolkata, shares his views on the trending aesthetic
procedure, Cheek Lift.
In the Spa section, we present the luxurious and picturesque
Dolder Grand Spa at Dolder Grand Hotel, located in one of
Zurich’s Slopes. The spa is an oasis for people who want to relax
and contemplate their time and select from a plethora of carefully
curated therapies. Samantha Kochhar, Deputy Chief Expert World
Hairdressing & Managing Director, Blossom Kochhar Group of
Companies, shares her views on the spa and wellness industry,
brand USP, marketing strategies, and more
All this and more in this issue. Happy reading, liking and sharing on
FB, Twitter and Insta!

Hair (styling and colour): Candice McKay using Davines
Make-up: Lan Nguyen-Grealis
Photography: John Rawson
Styling: Jared Green
Clothes: Black Coffee
Assistant: Yvonne Flick-Barbanti
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67

HAIR CARE

Biolage Core Range by MATRIX

Natural Solution For Hair Concerns
Inspired by the goodness
of nature, the Biolage Core
Range has hair products that
treat essential, everyday
hair concerns

M

ATRIX, the world’s leading American professional brand believes that natural
ingredients are the best choice for healthy hair. Inspired by the secrets of
nature, MATRIX presents the Biolage Core Range to combat everyday hair
concerns. Formulated with natural ingredients such as Camellia flower, Aloe
Vera, Orchid and Olive Oil, the range unlocks the secrets of nature to propose a healthier
and natural solution for hair concerns.

THE RANGE
Biolage Smoothproof
For many, frizzy hair is a daily battle. The tropical climate leads to excess humidity in the environment.
When exposed to high levels of humidity, hair absorbs excess water from the air, causing the cuticle to
swell, become rough, thereby creating frizz. Infused with water resistant properties of Camelia flower,
Biolage smoothproof locks out moisture and controls frizz for up to 72 hours*.

Biolage Colorlast
It is difficult to maintain the shine and vibrancy of coloured hair. Exposure to sun and multiple washes
cause colour to fade and hair starts lacking lustre. Biolage Colorlast range is the perfect hair care for
colour fading concerns. It includes formulas inspired by anti-fade properties of the vibrant Orchid flower
that help protect hair, balance moisture and even out the surface of the hair. It also helps to maintain
saturated, shiny and vibrant colour for up to nine weeks**.

Biolage Hydrasource
External aggressors, such as wind and pollution, leave hair rough and tangled. Brushing hair
continuously drains the natural moisture of the scalp, making hair dry and brittle. Revive dry, stressed
hair with the Biolage Hydrasource range that includes formulas inspired by moisture-retaining
properties of the Aloe plant and provides non-stop hydration***.

Biolage Oiltherapie
Overexposure to harsh rays of the sun damages the hair, making it dull and lifeless. The Biolage
OilTherapie has micronised Olive Oil that penetrates deep, thereby nourishing both hair and scalp. It
conditions from root to tip, resurfacing the hair for ultimate softness and nourishes hair with three times
more shine****.

Post wash care
Adding a good serum to the hair care routine will prevent it from getting tangled while effectively protecting it against
exposure to the sun and pollutants. Biolage Deep Smoothing Serum is a 6-in-1 serum that provides perfect solution for
rough, frizzy, dull, unmanageable, and tangled hair. Infused with the goodness of Avocado, Grapeseed oil and frizztaming polymers, the serum is a perfect finishing and a must-have product for hair.
*When using the system of Smoothproof shampoo, conditioner and serum vs a non conditioning shampoo.
**When using the system of Colorlast shampoo and conditioner vs a non-conditioning shampoo.
***When using the Hydrasource system vs a non-conditioning shampoo.
****When using the system of OilTherapie system vs a non-conditioning shampoo.
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PRODUCTS

Market Watch | Hair Care

H protect shampoo by
Hair
Berina
B
The Repair & Protect Shampoo
contains Creatine, which is a natural
amino acid derivative with greater
repair efficacy on damaged hair and
enhances the tensile strength of
your hair. With a sure shot formula
to preserve the colour of your hair,
the shampoo will give you well
nourished, stronger and healthier
hair. It is available on
www.berinacosmetics.com.
Price: `335

Hair mist by Kronokare
A healthy scalp and lustrous hair is
everyone’s deepest desire. Infused
with Aqua, Cananga Odorata
Flower Water, Biosaccharide gum-4,
Biosaccharide gum-1, SodiumPCA,
Cananga Odorata Flower Oil,
Phenoxyethanol and Triethylene
Glycol, the Hair Mist-PolluStop
forms an invisible film of glucose
that covers hair against pollutants.
Free of sulphates, parabens, mineral
oil, fragrance and silicones, it is
available on www.kronokare.com.
Price: `995 for 100ml

Lock in colour by Paul
Mitchell
The Color Protect Locking
Spray used by professional
hairstylists is enriched with
Sunflower extracts that act as a
natural sun screen. Also known
as Light Weight UV Protection
Spray, it is a blend of Algae,
Aloe, Jojoba and Rosemary that
help in enhancing the shine and
prevents hair colour from fading.
The presence of Awapuhi helps
in balancing moisture. It is
available at select salons.
Price: On request

Hair spa cream by Cosmo Silky
The MOR-advanced Cosmo Silky Professional
Spa Cream by Cosmo Herbals Ltd is a technically
upgraded and advanced hair spa cream. The range
has three products, namely, MOR-smooth, MORrestore, MOR-protect that boost circulation, provide
intense moisture, repairs hair, and act as an anti-hair
fall and barrier against environmental pollution.
Price and availability: On request
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Hair styler by Vega
With the new Vega 3 in 1 Hair Styler you can straighten, crimp and
curl your hair easily. From a corporate look to a party look, this styler
is one stop solution to give you a new hairdo everyday. The styler
has flat plates to straighten the hair and create a sleek look. The
crimper plates create beautiful textures and the curling iron helps to
create lustrous locks. This styler has one button to switch freely to
three different styles conveniently and easily. It is available at retail
outlets.
Price: `1,599

TREND

Stunning Cocktail of Hair Colour
The Lakmé Salon Free Spirits Hair Color Collection launched at LFW Lakmé Salon is a
mesmerising collection inspired from both global trends and popular cocktails. Expect a palette
of vibrant hues paired with curated and unconventional haircuts

SMOKED KNIGHT
A look for the mysterious and bold, the inverted layered haircut
creates soft movement within the hair. Complemented by defined
curls with hooked ends. The free-hand painted tones of blue and
black that cascade into platinum ash and cendre gold, add a touch
of un-tamed glamour.

Get the look
Prep the hair with TIGI Queen for a Day and dry it.
Using a mid-sized conical tong to create curls, leave one to two
inches of the hair pulled out of the tong to create fish hooks.
Continue using the TIGI Hard Head hair spray in between.
Spray TIGI Master Piece to finish the look.

BLOODY MARY

The free-hand and hexagon cut with deep red highlights
make this a powerful style to strut. Long bands and soft
disconnections create texture and add dimension to the face.
Red colour placements with the subtle mahogany base make
this a look like no other.

Get the look
Prepping the hair with TIGI Small Talk and Smooth dry it.
Using a large-sized barrel tong, create flicked out curls.
Continue using TIGI Hard Head hair spray in between.
Spray TIGI Master Piece to finish the look.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L S T Y L I S T

Resurrection by

Mary Alamine

About the hairstylist: As the Creative Director
and owner of internationally acclaimed
Royals Hair in Sydney, Australia, Mary
Alamine is renowned globally for producing
groundbreaking collections and setting the
benchmark for creative excellence. Her career
has spanned over a decade, a timeframe in
which her dedication, passion and drive to
excel has seen her win coveted hair industry
awards, the latest being ‘Finalist 2018 AHFAs
Artistic Team of the Year’. Passionate about
education, Royals now has a dedicated
Academy that enhances Alamine’s role as an
educator for Kevin Murphy, ghd and Hollywood
Hair Extensions.
Inspiration behind the collection: Over the
years, it has become a routine of the Artistic
Team to meet at the Creative Director’s home.
In the front of Alamine’s house, there is an
impressive Ornamental Pear Tree, which,
as seasons fly by, goes through drastic
transformations. This to the artistic team,
symbolise something deeper and more
powerful. They were inspired by the tree’s
beauty, and the transition it went through,
symbolising the eternal cycle of change, and
how what was once dark and gloomy, can
again become bright and beautiful.
Hair: They are playing with texture, cool
shapes and volume, creating both short and
long looks, ranging from shaved parts of the
head, to inserting texture and mesh to add to
the edgy vibe.
Make-up: Natural features and flawless
skin are defined with radiant highlight and
contouring, while the eyes are coated in bronze
and earthy tones, and a hint of shimmer.
Through a bold, dark lip, resembling more a lip
stain, rather than a block of colour, the makeup look receives a touch of power.
Styling: There is focus on the contrast between
dark and light. Flowery high-fashion dresses,
with light, flowy fabrics that glide with each
breath of wind. You can see white and creamy
tones with textured fabrics that show skin.

Credits:
Hair: Mary Alamine, Travis Bandiera,
Emma Gottwald, Elie Kashi
Photography: David Mannah
Make-up: Chereine Waddell
Styling: Angela Liang
Salon: Royals Hair Sydney
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ARTIST INTERVIEW

Mainak Das

Undisputed Talent
Meet Kolkata-based celebrity make-up artist,
Mainak Das who believes in implementing new
trends and techniques to make a mark of his
own. With years of expertise, Das has worked
hard to build an esteemed clientele that includes
celebrities, models, reputed brands, fashion
designers, to name a few
by Shivpriya Bajpai

Glorious start
As a 12 year-old, I was so fond of make-up that I would try different
looks on my sisters and relatives. I was fascinated with the
transformation concept of make-up and tried various new products.
It was when I attended a workshop on make-up in Kolkata that I
made up my mind to consider make-up artistry as a career.

Mentor
I am a self taught artist and learnt from my own mistakes. However,
I have been inspired by international artists like, Billy B, Michele
Burker, Richard Taylor, Bobbi Brown, to name a few.

First break
My first break came at the age of 25. It was work that I had done for
a well-known jewellery brand.
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CELEB STYLE

Ihana Dhillon
Au Naturale

In the news for her upcoming revenge thriller Hate
Story 4, artiste Ihana Dhillon is more into natural
remedies for the care of her hair and skin and uses
only a few select products otherwise. The actress
shares her beauty mantras with Salon India
by Jaideep Pandey

“Liquids keep me going”
I believe in inner beauty so if you are happy inside, it shows on
your face. For my routine, I have a special drink which has all the
minerals in it. I drink it on an empty stomach and then I start my
day. Apart from that, I drink lots of fresh fruits and vegetables juice
as I miss my meals sometimes. Apart from regular cleansing, toning
and moisturising, I drink warm water with cinnamon, lemon and
honey every morning.

“Diet and exercise”
One must eat lots of summer foods and fruits to keep the skin
hydrated like watermelon and oranges if possible, or plums as
Vitamin C is important and also known to boost absorption of iron
in the body. I do yoga thrice a week. I believe a balanced diet and
exercise is equally important for good skin and hair.

“Remedies and favourite products”
I am blessed with good skin, but given our career line, we have to
follow a routine to protect our skin from chemicals. I use natural
ingredients-based toners and face packs, but also use Kiehl’s
Calendula & Aloe Soothing Hydration Masque. I go for facials once
a while after my long schedule of outdoors shooting. But normally I
just do some clean-up and use natural remedies at home.

“Less make-up”
I like to give a breather to my skin on my off days so I generally do
not use make-up, instead opt for a moisturiser and light lip gloss.
A good concealer to cover the under eyes or blemishes and a
light base, usually do the trick. Good amount of mascara does the
magic for me as I like heavy lashes, and some blush-on is great.

“Hair care”
I have extra dry hair so, I use Moroccan shampoo and Kiehl’s
hydrating mask. I normally avoid styling products.

“My travel beauty kit has”
A cleanser, toner, moisturiser, make-up remover, a night base,
mascara or eyeliner and a good lip gloss.

“One thing my mother told me to swear by”
Water; cinnamon, honey and lemon in warm water on an empty
stomach every morning.
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STEP BY STEP

Caramel Raspberry Melt
By MATRIX

M

ATRIX brings Color Melting, the hottest international
hair highlighting technique to India. This technique
involves blending two or more shades seamlessly.
Internationally, hairdressers create melts with a lot of
bright pop colours, which is a challenge on dark hair. With this in
mind, MATRIX presents Color Melting – The Berry Edition which
includes three melts, Caramel Raspberry Melt, Blackberry Melt,
Choco Cherry Melt. Inspired by decadent chocolate and vibrant
berries, these looks were created especially for dark hair. Melroy
Dickson, General Manager - Education, MATRIX India, decodes an
easy to achieve step-by-step for the Caramel Raspberry Melt.
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GET THE LOOK
In this look, SoColor shade #6.5 has been melted into SoColor
#7.45 to achieve a delicious caramel colour with a hint of raspberry.

STEP 1 Divide the hair into four sections.
STEP 2 Prelighten the ends with MATRIX Lightmaster using a free
hand paint-on technique.
STEP 3 Over that, apply SoColor #6.5 global and then melt
SoColor #7.45 into it by applying it on the prelightened ends.

